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Aminoazobenzene photoreorientation is investigated in systems in which hydrophobically substituted
chromophores are organized in molecular (Langmuir-Blodgett) films on glass substrates. Whereas the cis
absorption of the chromophores in CHCl3 after irradiation into theirπfπ* absorption band is easily measured,
we were not able to detect spectral changes characteristic of isomerization in the solid films during irradiation.
The quantum efficiency for transfcis isomerization in LB films is reduced at least by a factor of∼10-4 from
that in organic solvent. We conclude that aggregation of the chromophores in LB films limits conformational
changes after photoexcitation, in distinction from the situation when aminoazobenzene derivatives are embedded
in thin polymer or liquid-crystal films. Hence, the subsequent reorientation is probably driven by a mechanism
that does not encompass the cis isomer. The temperature dependence of the reorientation indicates thermal
activation with an activation energy∆E ) 0.24 eV. The irradiation intensity dependence shows that the
reorientation is a collective process. It is distinctly different from what would be expected if photoexcitation
resulted in reorientation of individual dye molecules and is simulated in a simple model from which the
intensity threshold,I th ) 0.95( 0.2 mW/cm2, is retrieved. From the experimental observations we postulate
that the vibronic coupling of excited states may open a radiationless deactivation channel in which the electronic
excitation energy is thermalized and distributed across neighboring molecules of the excited chromophore.
The excited chromophore may hence rotate by an infinitesimal amount within the steric potential of its
neighbors. This process ceases only when the chromophores are rotated to an orientation in which they are
no longer excited by the irradiating light beam.

Introduction

Irradiation of azobenzenes with photon energies correspond-
ing to their electronic excitation causes changes of the orien-
tational distribution of the transition dipole moments of the
chromophores. In this process, the dipole transition moments
of the chromophores evade from the polarization direction of
the incident light, so that samples with an initially isotropic
distribution of their molecular orientations may become aniso-
tropic.1,2 Moreover, if such samples are irradiated under static
electric fields, the transformation to macroscopically polar
materials has been observed (“photoelectropoling”).3 Reorienta-
tion effects may be used for high-density information storage,4,5

and with photoassisted poling, the formation of materials with
high nonlinear optical coefficients may be feasible.6,7 Further
applications include the alignment of liquid-crystalline films by
azobenzenes contained in a surface layer (“command sur-
faces”).8,9

Photoreorientation has been observed with azobenzenes in
various forms of molecular organization. In amorphous or
liquid-crystalline side-chain polymers containing azobenzene
derivatives the mechanism of reorientation is well understood:7

photoisomerization from trans to cis with a subsequent thermal
or photoassisted isomerization back to the trans form may
generally lead to a change of the orientation of an individual
chromophore. After prolonged irradiation of an ensemble of
chromophores, a depletion of transition moments parallel to the
polarization vector of the excitation light is induced due to the
orientation-selective excitation.

Photoreorientation has also been observed in Langmuir-
Blodgett films of side-chain polymers containing azoben-
zenes10,11and in Langmuir-Blodgett films of some derivatized
aminoazobenzene chromophores.12 The absorption changes on
polarized or unpolarized irradiation observed in monomer films
are qualitatively similar to those in polymers, and persistent
polarity (>several months) can be induced by photoelectropoling
with small poling fields,µF < kBT (µ: ground state dipole
moment of the chromophore;F: local electric field; kB:
Boltzmann’s constant;T: temperature). The direction of the
induced polarity can be switched reversibly in subsequent
irradiation experiments under reversed poling field directions,
and poling is possible either parallel or perpendicular to the
film surface.13,14

Reflection light microscopy revealed that azobenzenes in LB
films are organized in micrometer-sized domains with local
preferential orientations of their transition moments. Structural
changes upon reorientation of the chromophores have been
characterized by AFM, electron diffraction, and X-ray reflec-
tivity.15 This showed that on the micrometer scale the film
surface roughness increased on (intense) irradiation, while the
chromophore interactions on a molecular length scale were
found to be preserved, as indicated by the shape of the
absorption spectra. These results were interpreted as local
melting of the film followed by recrystallization of the molecules
in a structure that is on the molecular length scale similar to
that in the native film.
Meanwhile, questions persist concerning the elementary

process that leads to photoreorientation of azobenzene derivative
aggregates in molecular films. For these systems, experimental
observations raised doubts that an isomerization process isX Abstract published inAdVance ACS Abstracts,April 1, 1996.
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responsible for the reorientation:16 The time required for the
formation of anisotropy is lower than 20 ns and therefore much
smaller than the time constant for thermal isomerization from
a putative intermediate cis isomer back to the trans conforma-
tion. In addition, the anisotropy observed after prolonged
irradiation with low intensity is very small, which was attributed
to a collectivity threshold of the reorientation process.17

Therefore, thermal dissipation of the excitation energy, providing
a molecule with rotational mobility, was proposed as an alternate
mechanism of the photoreorientation,16 and it was argued that
thermally excited molecules may slightly change their orienta-
tion with respect to neighboring chromophores, so that a
collective reorientation process becomes feasible. This mech-
anism is obviously different from transfcisftrans isomeriza-
tion, which is accepted to be responsible for photoreorientation
in polymers and liquid-crystal matrixes. In both cases, however,
anisotropy is induced by the orientation selectivity of the
excitation process.
In this work, we try to arrive at a deeper understanding of

the initial mechanism of the photoreorientation process in LB
films. First, by monitoring the absorption spectra, we search
for cis isomers that might be formed within the film during
irradiation and analyze the absorption spectrum of the ag-
gregated chromophores. Next, we analyze the temperature
dependence of the reorientation which will provide evidence
that radiationless processes other than isomerization reactions
are involved in the depopulation of the excited state. Finally,
the dependence of the macroscopic reorientation on the irradia-
tion intensity is quantified and discussed in a simple model.

Experimental Section

LB films of the hydrophobically substituted aminoazobenzene
(1), 4-[4′-N-octadecylamino]phenylazocyanobenzene (Figure 1)
were prepared on glass substrates as described earlier.15 For
absorption experiments, typically 10 or 20 layers of1 were
deposited by subsequent horizontal (“Langmuir-Schaefer”)
transfer.
The structural characteristics of these films have been

investigated earlier:15 the molecules are organized in domains
with diameters in the 0.1-1 µm range. The film surface is
rough, but locally the film consists of distinct multilayers, as
indicated by a Bragg peak observed in X-ray reflectivity. As
shown with atomic force microscopy and electron diffraction,
the lateral organization of the molecules at the film surface is
an aggregate structure of crystalline order with a coherence
length of>250 Å.18

Routinely, absorption measurements were performed in a
standard dual-beam UV/vis spectrometer (Perkin-Elmer Lambda
17; setup A). For measurements of small absorption changes,
experiments were conducted in a single-beam spectrometer of
local design (setup B),13 where the sample can be rotated by
90° into the irradiation beam without dismounting, thereby
avoiding artifacts due to changes in the sample position. For
photoreorientation, samples were irradiated with an Ar+ ion laser
(λ ) 488 nm). To ensure uniform light intensity across the
irradiated area, the laser beam was widened and a diaphragm
was used to cut off the areas with an intensity drop of more

than 10% below the maximum intensity in the beam center.
Irradiation times were typically 5 or 10 min with linearly
polarized light. For absorption measurements during cross-
irradiation (setup C), an optical multichannel analyzer (OSMA,
Spectroscopy Instruments) was used as a detector to quantify
the light transmitted through the sample. From the transmission
spectra sampled over 33 s, the absorption of the molecular films
was computed. Spectrometer and laser beams were both
incident under 45° on the sample and perpendicular with respect
to each other in this configuration.
In our home-built spectrometer, the sample was optionally

cooled by means of a Joule-Thomson type He cryostat
(Cryogenics, Model 22), in which the inner sample chamber
was filled with He as a contact gas. Due to the geometry of
the cryostat, it was not possible to perform absorption measure-
ments and irradiation on precisely the same sample area.
Therefore, the transmission of the sample at low temperature
prior to and after irradiation was measured without using the
spectrometer by simply monitoring the laser intensity after the
sample with a photodiode (setup D).
Figure 2 illustrates the sample geometry for irradiation and

all subsequent absorption measurements (except setup C): the
x-y plane is the plane of the surface film, and the incident light
beam (for irradiation or measurement of the transmission) is
parallel to thezbaxis. The laser beam is linearly polarized with
its electric field vector,eb, parallel toxb. The orientation of a
molecule is described by the anglesR andæ as indicated by
the fat arrow that represents the long chromophore axis, which
nearly coincides with the direction of the electric transition
dipole moment,µb, of theπfπ* excitation.

Results

I. Isomerization. To investigate whether or not photo-
isomerization is involved in the reorientation process, the light-
dependent absorption spectra of compound1 in CHCl3 solution
have been determined. Figure 3a shows the absorption before
irradiation and at different times after the end of an irradiation
at λ ) 488 nm. Before irradiation, only one absorption band
with a maximum atλ ) 429 nm is observed. It corresponds to
theπfπ* transition of the trans isomer. The shoulder atλ )
360 nm observed upon laser irradiation can be assigned to the
πfπ* transition of the cis isomer. Corresponding to the
increase of the cis concentration, the trans concentration
decreases with irradiation. After shutoff of the laser beam,
monoexponential thermal relaxation of the cis population back
to equilibrium was observed withτcis ) 560( 20 s; see inset
in Figure 3a. For a similar azobenzene derivative, 4-(hexyl-
amino)-4′-nitroazobenzene, time constants of the same order of

Figure 1. Chemical structure of the hydrophically substituted ami-
noazobenzene.

Figure 2. Geometry of irradiation and definition of the anglesR and
æ: the light beam is incident parallel tozb and the film is in thexb-yb
plane.eb: polarization vector of the irradiation;µbtr: transition dipole
moment.
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magnitude have been reported in nonpolar solvents (τcis ) 500
s),19 whereas in polar solvents19 and in polymers20,21 the
relaxation may be up to 2 orders of magnitude faster.

Corresponding experiments on compound1 in LB films show
that on deposition to solid substrates, theπfπ* transition shifts
from λ ) 429 nm and splits, presumably due to aggregation of
the chromophores, into two distinct bands atλ ) 460 nm and
λ ) 495 nm. We will refer to them hereafter as aggregate bands.
However, such experiments did not reveal a change of the
absorption spectrum upon irradiation. To ascertain that we did

not miss a short-lived cis population, we took absorption
measurements during irradiation every 33 s with the OSMA
spectrometer (setup C). Figure 3b shows spectra of the
xb-polarized absorption before, during and afterxb-polarized
irradiation. While the decrease of the overall absorption is
mainly caused by the reorientation process, no changes of the
spectral shape are observed. To access the near-UV range of
the absorption, similar experiments were conducted in the UV/
vis spectrometer (setup A), with the sample turned by 45° and
polarized laser irradiation incident perpendicular to the probing

Figure 3. (a, top) Absorption spectra of 0.15 mmol/L of1 in CHCl3. Trace 1: prior to irradiation, trace 2: 0 s; trace 3: 108 s; trace 4: 188 s; trace
5: 289 s after switching off the irradiation. Inset: graphic evaluation of the decay at different wavelengths as indicated. (b, bottom) Absorption
spectra of 10 layers of1 deposited on a glass slide, measured withx-polarized light prior to, during and after irradiation. The drop at 488 nm is due
to laser stray light. The near-UV region shown in the inset is not background corrected.
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light. The spectra shown in the inset in Figure 3b are not
background corrected; like the spectra shown in the main panel,
they do not exhibit any changes of the spectral shape due to
irradiation.
II. Polarized Irradiation. The effect of polarized irradiation

on the absorption spectrum is shown in Figure 4. Prior to
irradiation, the absorption is isotropic (Ao ) Ax ) Ay); after
irradiation, thexb-polarized absorption has decreased and theyb-
polarized absorption has increased. This indicates an evasion
of the transition dipole moments, and hence of the molecular
axes, from the direction ofeb, which reduces the probability of
absorption ofxb-polarized light. After irradiation, the unpolarized
absorption (Aunpol) has also significantly decreased. This isnot
due to photodestruction but indicates partial reorientation of the
chromophores into thezb-direction,18 leading to an increase of
R (cf Figure 2), and hence to a reduction ofµbtr*eb.
Although the optical density becomes anisotropic after

photoreorientation, theshapeof the absorption spectra remains
almost unaffected by the irradiation, showing that the two
observed bands are not polarized perpendicular to each other.
This rules out that both bands originate from one type of
aggregate: the absorption spectrum of an aggregate that contains
two molecules per unit cell is expected to split into two bands.
If the molecules are not oriented parallel or antiparallel, then
both transitions are allowed and are polarized perpendicularly
to each other.22 On photoreorientation, these polarizations
should develop differently in the polarized absorption spectra.
Since no such differences are observed in the experimental
spectra, the two bands cannot arise from the same aggregate.
As both bands are red-shifted with respect to the solution
wavelength, they may arise from two distinct types of J
aggregates, different in their molecular packing densities. The
susceptibility for photoreorientation is only marginally larger
for the aggregate with its absorption maximum atλ ) 495 nm.
This may be connected to the fact that the irradiation wavelength
(λ ) 488 nm) is closer to the absorption maximum of this
aggregate. Since this effect is only of the order of a few percent,
it is neglected in the following discussion.
III. Temperature Dependence of the Reorientation.Since

the nonradiative decay of the excitation energy has been
proposed to be involved in the early stage of the reorientation,
the relevant mechanism might leave its fingerprint in the
temperature dependence of the process. As a measure of the
anisotropy, the relative change of thexb-polarized normalized
absorption was calculated from transmission measurements:

Ax: absorption;Tx: transmission parallel toxb; °: before
irradiation.
Figure 5 shows the experimental result: while belowT )

150 K no reorientation was observed, the onset of reorientation
at aboutT) 220 K is very steep. Although a transition between
phases with different rotational diffusion coefficients might
cause the observed behavior, such a phase transition seems
unlikely since the onset of photoreorientation occurs over an
interval,∆T∼ 40 K, that is much wider than a phase transition
(∆T < several kelvin). More likely, the increase in rotational
mobility is thermally activated, a possibility which will be
investigated below. A decrease of (1- ax) is observed asT
approaches room temperature, such that the photoinduced
anisotropy shows a maximum aroundT ∼ 250 K. This is
probably connected to thermal randomization of the reoriented
states on increasing the rotational mobility of the chromophores
further at higher temperature.
IV. Intensity Dependence of the Reorientation. To

characterize the intensity threshold of the reorientation process,
samples were irradiated with different intensities on different
areas (setup B). First, a series of experiments was conducted
with different intensitiesI delivered on the sample in different
time intervals, such that the deposited energy density,F ) It,
was constant in all experiments. In a second set of experiments,
I was varied by varyingF at constantt. After irradiation, the
xb and yb polarized absorption spectra,Ai (i ) x, y), were
measured. To avoid artifacts induced by local inhomogeneities
in dye concentration, all measured absorption values were
normalized to the unpolarized absorption before irradiation,A°i,
and the results,ai ) Ai/A°i, were plotted versusI.
If the reorientation of individual molecules occurs indepen-

dently of each other, as it is presumably the case for azobenzene
derivatives in amorphous matrices, the anisotropies obtained
with constantF should be independent ofI: the anisotropy will
be a function of the total number of absorbed photons, regardless
of their sequence in time, and only at high intensities, saturation
will cause a reduction of the reorientation efficiency. In contrast
to this expectation, a marked intensity dependence is observed
in the first series of experiments, as depicted in Figure 6a: the
anisotropy is much lower at small intensities than at high
intensities, indicating that not the total number of incident
photons is the important quantity but that coincidence of photons
is essential for reorientation. This indicates a collective process,
where the reorientation of a molecule depends strongly on the
excitation probability of neighboring chromophores.
The same conclusion was derived from the second set of

experiments: Figure 6b shows a sigmoidal intensity dependence
of the reorientation onI, i.e., an increasing slope of the function
ay vs I and a decreasing slope ofax vs I close toI ) 0. The
data indicate an intensity threshold of about 1 mW/cm2, which
is consistent with the observation of an increase of the
reorientation efficiency belowI ∼ 1 mW/cm2 reported in Figure
6a. In particular, such a result is not expected for the
reorientation of independent molecules, where the anisotropy
should increase linearly with irradiation intensity at lowI.

Discussion

We have interpreted the dependence of the photoinduced
anisotropy on the incident intensity (Figure 6) as a collective
process that results in reorientation of the chromophores. In
such a process, the molecules have to overcome steric hindrances
within their domain. One may speculate that mechanical stress

Figure 4. Absorption spectra of 6 layers of1 on a glass substrate
before (A0) and after irradiation (λ ) 488 nm,xb polarized): Ax: xb-
polarized,Ay: yb-polarized;Aunpol: unpolarized after irradiation.

1- ax )
A°x - Ax
A°x

) - 1
A°x
log

T°x
Tx

(1)
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is released by breaking domains into smaller subdomains.
Indeed, significant structural changes on reorientation have been
observed with the AFM on a length scale of some micrometers,15

and results from electron diffraction hint at the formation of
even smaller domains on a scale of 250 Å< d < 1 µm.18
For a discussion of the molecular mechanism driving pho-

toreorientation, the lack of change in the UV/vis absorption band
upon irradiation (Figure 3b,c) might not seem sufficient to argue
that chromophores do not exist in the cis conformation in any
intermediate state during the experiment. In the following we
discuss alternate possibilities why the shape of the absorption
spectra might fail to change during irradiation.
The cis absorption observed in solution in the UV region

might be red-shifted in the film, so that it is not detectable due
to coincidence with the large transπfπ* absorption band. This
would imply, however, that the absorption maximum of the cis
πfπ* transition in the deposited film is shifted by about 100
nm from the absorption wavelength in CHCl3 solution, where
the absorption maximum occurs atλ ) 360 nm (cf. Figure 3a).
There is no evident mechanism that might be responsible for
such a large shift because, in distinction from the situation with
trans isomers, there is no aggregation between chromophores
in the cis form.
If it is accepted that the trans and cisπfπ* absorption

maxima of the chromophores do not coincide in the deposited
films, an upper limit of the transfcis isomerization quantum
efficiency,φtr, can be estimated from the results shown in Figure
3b by

jph: photon flux density per unit area;τcis: lifetime of the cis
state;Fcis: density of chromophores in thecis state per unit
area. τcis in the deposited films is unknown a priori, but for
the following estimate we will assume that it is the same as in
CHCl3 solution, as was found for a different azobenzene
derivative in a monolayer.23 Assuming further that a change

in the spectra would be detectable if at least 10% of the
chromophores were in the cis conformation in the steady state,
it follows from eq 2 that

This is orders of magnitude lower thanφtr values found in the
literature for similar compounds in solution, e.g.,φtr ) 0.03
for 4-(dimethylamino)-4′-nitroazobenzene.24 We note that the
upper limit ofφtr given in eq 3 is a conservative estimate with
respect to the assumption onτcis, as the cisftrans isomerization
is a thermally activated process. Steric hindrance between the
aggregated molecules will tend to increase, rather than decrease,
the activation barrier between the cis and trans states in the film,
and thusτcis

solid film > τcis
solutionmight be expected. Consequently,

φtr must be even lower than the value given above. This means
that isomerization is efficiently suppressed by the dense
molecular packing of the chromophores15 in the aggregates
within the deposited films.
There have been reports, however, of a fast component of

the thermal relaxation cisftrans of azobenzene compounds in
polymer matrixes where the lifetimes are reduced by∼2 orders
of magnitude compared to solution.20,21 This reduction has been
attributed to strained conformations of the cis isomers. If a
similar situation occurred in LB films,φtr might be a factor of
100 larger than the upper value given in the estimate (eq 3).
Similarly, if photoisomerization from cis back to trans is taken
into account, the true value ofτcis in the films might be further
reduced and that ofφtr further increased. Such a contribution,
however, is again expected to be small, if one puts into a
quantification the quantum efficiencies and optical densities
determined for a compound similar to1,20 and cannot bringφtr
up to its solution value.
The most probable scenario is thus that local spatial constric-

tions reduce the free volume of the molecules such that major
changes in their configuration like transfcis isomerization is
no longer possible. The importance of the free volume has been

Figure 5. Relative change of in-plane anisotropy of the films after irradiation (λ ) 488 nm,t ) 10 min, I ) 3.5 mW/cm2), measured as (1- ax)
as a function of temperature using setup D. The gray curve is a guide for the eye. Inset: Arrhenius plot of (1- ax). The slope betweenT ) 190
and 240 K (data represented by full circles) indicates an activated process with∆E ) 0.24 eV.

Fcis ) jphτcisφtr (2)

φtr E 7.4× 10-6 (3)
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demonstrated for azobenzene derivatives similar to1.25 A
suppression of the isomerization in monolayers on the water
surface has been observed with increasing surface pressure.
Also, in transferred layers of azobenzene derivatives, the
quantum efficiency of isomerization has been shown to be
reduced by aggregation.26 For the systems investigated here,
we conclude that there is no significant photostationary con-
centration of the cis state. Reorientation is brought about by a
mechanism other than isomerization. A short-lived population
of strained cis isomers that could play a minor role in this
process may on the basis of the experimental data not entirely
excluded. In any case it is worth while noting, that isomeriza-
tion has not necessarily to be involved: photoreorientation has
been reported of a diacetylene compound that is not capable of
isomerization reactions.27

Since photoexcitation is required for reorientation but the
transfcis isomerization in deposited films is restricted by steric
hindrance between neighboring molecules within molecular
aggregates, another deactivation mechanism of the electronic
excitation energy may be relevant for photoreorientation. Figure
7 shows a schematic potential energy diagram of (unsubstituted)
azobenzene as given by Rau.28 Indicated are several deactiva-
tion pathways which may or may not involve the cis conforma-
tion of the molecule. Cis may be formed from the trans state
via two different mechanisms: rotation of the two half-

molecules against each other around the azo bond after transient
breakage of the double bond or inversion via a planar transition
state.24 Both possibilities are accounted for in Figure 7 by
plotting two independent degrees of freedom that connect trans
and cis, so that the conformations on the far left and far right
positions of the diagram are identical. Possible deactivation
pathways after nfπ* or πfπ* excitation are indicated encom-
passing radiationless transitions to the trans or cis ground states.
For amino substituted azobenzenes, the energy of theπfπ*
transition, which is the dominant electronic absorption band, is
lowered compared to the situation shown in Figure 7 and
overlaps with the nfπ* transition.
Restriction of the molecular conformations in the aggregates

dictates that relaxation has to take place within a limited range
around the trans configuration, and the overlap of theπfπ*
and the nfπ* transitions might enhance the probability of such
conformationally restricted relaxation. This is hinted at by the
observation of photoreorientation for a number of different
aminoazobenzenes, but a complete absence of reorientation in
LB films of oxoazobenzenes,29 which lack the degeneracy of
(ππ*) and (nπ*). This observation would suggest that depopu-
lation of (ππ*) proceeds via (nπ*) with minute shifts in atomic
coordinates for aminoazobenzenes, a mechanism which may be
disabled for other azobenzene derivatives. In the conforma-
tionally restricted relaxation process, the electronic excitation
energy is converted to thermal energy, which increases slightly
the rotational mobility of the molecule in the steric potential of
its neighbors within the aggregate. The thermal energy is
subsequently dissipated over the molecular aggregate. For more
definite conclusions about the relaxation path, however, a precise
knowledge of the potential energy diagram of1 is essential.
To understand the temperature dependence of the reorientation

efficiency (cf. Figure 5), an Arrhenius plot of the experimental
results is given in an inset in Figure 5. For an interpretation of
this plot, the relative change (1- ax) of the polarized absorption
is taken as a measure of reorientation, sinceax comprises a
macroscopic average over the local orientations. A linear
dependence is found in the region betweenT ) 190 and 240
K, consistent with

The activation energy is∆E) 0.24 eV, typical for a vibrational

Figure 6. Relative polarized absorptionax,y ) Ax,y(after irradiation)/
Ax,y(before irradiation), calculated from the absorption maximum atλ
) 492 nm. (a) Irradiation intensityI and the irradiation timet were
varied such that the energy densityF remained constant. (b) Intensity
I and thereby the irradiation energyF were varied while keeping the
irradiation timet constant. Gray curves are guides for the eye. The
solid curve in the lower part of b is a fit with the model represented by
eq 6.

Figure 7. Schematic potential energy diagram of unsubstituted
azobenzene according to Rau.24 The electronic states are shown in
dependence on the molecular coordinates that are relevant for isomer-
ization. The arrows indicate possible reaction paths after excitation of
the chromophore in the trans configuration.

(1- ax) ) c exp(-∆E/kBT) (4)
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process withν̃ ) 1900 cm-1. This result suggests that for
reorientation not only electronic excitation but also thermal
population of vibrational levels may be essential. In the frame
of the schematic potential diagram discussed above (cf. Figure
7), it is crucial to reach the intersection of two states for
radiationless deactivation to occur, and a thermally excited
molecular vibration might provide the necessary energy. In this
picture, the activation behavior of the temperature dependence
with a typical oscillation energy can be understood: an
intramolecular vibration mode may couple to the electronic
excitation, and only by the excitation of this vibration intramo-
lecular coordinates are reached, from which radiationless
transitions occur. While∆E corresponds well to typical
vibrational energies, we findkBT , ∆E, implying that a very
low occupancy,∼10-5, of the excited vibrational level is
sufficient to account for efficient radiationless deactivation.
The main conclusion from the experimental facts presented

above is thus that the driving mechanism for photoreorientation
of 1 in deposited molecular films is most likely a dissipation of
the electronic excitation energy via vibronic channels and that
transfcisftrans isomerization plays a minor role, if any. This
is markedly different from the situation where azobenzene
derivatives are dissolved in polymer or liquid-crystalline
matrixes. In all cases, photoselection leads to an excitation of
those chromophores with a major component of their transition
moments parallel to the polarization of the incident light. With
aminoazobenzenes in deposited films, the thermalization of the
excitation energy may locally increase the rotational mobility
of the photoselected chromophores that are confined within
tightly packed molecular aggregates. Within these domains,
the transition moments are collectively driven out of the light
polarization: a slight rotation of a chromophore after photo-
excitation toward the polarization direction will enhance the
probability for its reexcitation; the opposite is true if the
chromophore happens to be driven toward an orientation
perpendicular to the polarization. The orientational distribution
of the chromophores within the domain is thus deformed in
infinitesimal steps, stabilized by the collectivity of the process,
to yield a shift of the orientational distribution away from the
polarization vector of the incident light.
The decrease of the orientational anisotropy observed for

photoreorientation atT > 250 K may be due to an increase of
the width of the orientational distribution within a domain or
to an enhancement of temporal fluctuations by thermal energy.

Model for Collective Reorientation

For a quantitative interpretation of the intensity dependence
of the reorientation, it has to be taken into account that the
observed polarized absorption represents a macroscopic average
over many domains that differ in their director orientations. The
averaged excitation probability of the chromophores within a
domain depends on the director orientation:pexc∝ (ebµbtr)2. This
can approximately be described as an “effective” irradiation
intensity,Ieff ) I cos2 æ, whereæ is the azimuthal angle of the
director with respect toeb (cf. Figure 2).
To reproduce the impact of averaging the optical absorption

over a macroscopic area of a film, a model for the reorientation
of a single domain was implemented, in which a subsequent
integration over the whole ensemble of domains was per-
formed: a domain is characterized by the orientation of its
director and the width of the orientational distribution is
neglected. A local intensity thresholdIth was introduced, below
which the director rotation was assumed to cease. The intensity
threshold is taken to be rigorous with reorientation of the domain
taking place only when the effective intensityIeff at the domain

exceedsIth. Therefore, a domain with a given initial orientation
æ, will reorient from the direction ofeb until Ieff ) Ith, resulting
in a director orientationæth connected toIth by Ith ) I cos2 æth.
In the model it is assumed that the domains are isotropically
distributed prior to reorientation (f0(æ) ) 1/(2π)). The measured
spectra show a migration not only inplane but also toward the
z axis, which will be neglected in the model. The final
orientation distributionffinal(æ) of the domain directors after
irradiation will then consist of a fraction of domains that have
not been affected by irradiation, since their initial orientations
æ0 were too far from the direction ofeb, and of a reoriented
fraction of domains that have been driven into a final director
orientation atæ ) æth:

c ) c (æth) ) æth/(2π): normalization constant;δ: Dirac
function. This distribution functionffinal(æ) is used to calculate
the polarized absorption. The result is

Aµ: absorption for transition moments parallel toeb.
The dependence ofAx on I is fitted to the experimental data

shown in Figure 6b, withæth (and hence implicitlyIth) as the
sole independent parameter. The result is given as a solid line
in Figure 6b and shows that the experimental data are well
described withIth ) 0.95 ( 0.2 mW/cm2. The deviation
between data and model in the region ofI ∼ Ith may be due to
the assumption of an ideally sharp threshold. Releasing this
condition would result in a smearing of the macroscopic model
curve. The neglect of partial reorientation toward the surface
normal does not affectAx but it does affectAy: the intensity
dependence ofAy does not correspond as well to the experi-
mental data as that ofAx, since the reorientation towardzbcauses
a smaller increase ofAy with I than anticipated in the model.
The simulation results show that the measured intensity

dependence of the anisotropy is well accounted for by a simple
concept if macroscopic averaging is applied. The model
describes much better the experiments, in which the irradiation
time was kept constant, than those with constant energy density.
This is related to the model assumption that the reorientation is
complete (after a “constant” irradiation timet ) “∞”). There-
fore, the velocity of the director rotation, which may be intensity
dependent in the experiments, does not enter into the results
from the model.
Intensity thresholds for the reorientation of1 in deposited

films has already been reported earlier.24 It was shown that
reorientation occurs aboveIth

cw ∼ 3 mW/cm2 on broadband cw
irradiation or at energy densities aboveεth

p ∼ 5 × 10-2 J/cm2

on pulsed laser irradiation (∆t ∼ 20 ns atλ ) 532 nm). While
the cw intensity threshold is comparable to that reported here
(the difference, a factor of 3, is consistent with a reduction of
sensitivity of the chromophores to the broadband spectrum of
the irradiation used in the earlier work), there is a large
discrepancy to the pulsed beam experiment, whereIth

p )
εth
p /∆t ∼ 2.5× 106 W/cm2 is orders of magnitude higher than
in the cw experiments. This huge difference in efficiency
indicates that the characteristic time for the reorientation process
is much longer than the pulse duration∆t. The process is

ffinal(æ) ) {c * δ(æ - æth) (æ0 e æth)
1/(2π) (æ0 > æth)

(5)

Ax ) 2
π
Aµ[π

4
-

æth

2
- 1
4
sin(2æth) + æth cos

2 æth] (6)

Ay ) 2
π
Aµ[π

4
-

æth

2
- 1
4
sin(2æth) + æth sin

2 æth] (7)
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unlikely to involve single chromophores, such as an isomer-
ization would, because then the characteristic time would
probably be faster than the laser pulse. Again, we conclude,
that a slow process, such as the distribution of thermal energy
over the molecules within a solid domain, that is following the
fast thermal deactivation, is the driving force for photoreori-
entation.
From the cw threshold intensityIth, the minimum density of

electronically excited moleculesF* in the film that is necessary
to support photoreorientation, can be computed:

τ*: lifetime of the excitation;pA: absorption probability).
ExpressingF* by the proportionx* of excited molecules in the
photostationary state and by the total number densityFtotal of
chromophores per unit area in the film,x* ) F*/Ftotal, would
yield

if τ* ) 1 ns is used as characteristic time for a molecular process
(pA ∼ 0.06 is taken from the absorbance of a monomolecular
film and Ftotal ∼ 5 × 1014 cm-2 is taken from AFM measure-
ments15). The extremely low value ofx* originating from this
estimate is obviously in contradiction with the observed
collectivity of the reorientation, and it has thus to be postulated
that eitherτ* is orders of magnitudes longer,∼1 s, than assumed
above or that the excitation energy is distributed over∼109
molecules. With a largeτ*, however, the electronic excitation
energy would have to remain localized on the molecule for∼1
s, until nearly all molecules are electronically excited and
rotational mobility is attained throughout the whole domain.
This is in contradiction with the observation of reorientation
processes on the time scale of nanoseconds. Therefore, these
experiments supply additional evidence that not theelectronic
excitation provides rotational mobility, but its conversion to
thermal energy, which is subsequently distributed over the
aggregate. This yields a high density ofthermally excited
chromophores,x*th ∼ 1, which drives photoreorientation. The
time constant for the radiationless transitions that are responsible
for the thermalization cannot be derived fromIth, since it is
related to the number of molecules thermally excited by each
photon. The threshold intensity corresponds to a thermal energy
of 0.7 eV/s absorbed by each molecule.

Conclusions

We have investigated the primary process of aminoazoben-
zene photoreorientation in LB films. The experimental results
point to a mechanism of thermal dissipation of the electronic
excitation energy, as postulated earlier.13 In deposited molecular
films of compound1 there is no detectable photostationarycis
concentration, that would hint at transfcis photoisomerization,
which is the initial process for reorientation of azobenzenes in
polymer or liquid-crystal matrices. The main difference in the
molecular environment is a strong aggregation of the chro-
mophores in the trans conformation that may restrict conforma-
tion changes, thus redirecting the deactivation of electronically
excited states into alternate channels than the route via the cis
isomer. We found experimental evidence that radiationless
deactivation plays an important role, probably enabled by the
coupling of excited states via a vibrational mode. This leads

to the dissipation of electronic excitation into thermal energy
which increases the rotational mobility of the chromophores.
We measured the intensity dependence of the reorientation

efficiency. The results showed a pronounced collectivity of the
photoreorientation process. A simple model describes this
intensity dependence very well, and from this model, the
magnitudeIth of a characteristic intensity threshold can be
extracted. From the analysis of these results, in particular the
low value ofIth, it is again obvious that the primary process of
the photoreorientation cannot be located on an individual
molecule. In contrast, the thermal energy delivered by a photon
has to be distributed over the aggregate.
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